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STOREHOUSE

Deuteronomy 28:12 

“The LORD will open the heavens, the storehouse of his bounty, to send rain on your land in 

season and to bless all the work of your hands. You will lend to many nations but will borrow 

from none.”

Do you know where is the gold reserves of the country kept?

Its kept in a vault, where gold bricks are stacked. Fort Knox is the fortified vault in Kentucky, US, 

located next to the US Army post. It is the most highly secured place, fenced with granite lined 

concrete structure, with rings of razor wire and minefields. It is so secure, that the term “as safe 

as Fort Knox” has become a metaphor. No visitors are allowed. It could only be opened by staff, 

who must dial different combinations of key.

Think for a moment…if worldly treasures, are kept in such highly secured places… can you 

imagine, where will be our LORD’s treasures kept and how big would, that storehouse be?

We have only gold, to store, whereas scripture says, our LORD has many things in HIS storehouse 

like love, blessings, mercy, forgiveness, food, wisdom, knowledge, understanding and many 

more.

HOW BIG WOULD BE OUR LORD’S VAULT?

Beyond imagination… And like Fort Knox our LORDs, vault doesn’t need to be guarded because 

it is in ABUNDANCE…But needs special approval from LORD.

How do we get the approval for things from HIS vault?

We stand no chance…without asking.  Need to raise “request form” for it… Mathew 7:7 says it 

all.

Ask, and it shall be given to you,

Seek, you shall find.

Knock, it shall be opened.

No restrictions…anyone can request and avail it.
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Why wait…HURRY UP… ASK….. AND RECEIVE….

Shalom to All!
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